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North Pacific Fishery Management Council
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Agenda
The Teams adopted the proposed agenda.
Council update Jane DiCosimo summarized recent Council actions related to Observer Program
restructuring and the Steller sea lion Biological Opinion and revised Reasonable and Prudent Alternatives.
The Team concurred with a Council recommendation to add Observer Program staff to the Plan Teams.
The Council also initiated a potential joint FMP amendment to move BSAI and GOA octopus into the
ecosystem component category of the FMPs and/or set discard mortality rates for octopus. Diana Stram
reported on final action on crab and scallop ACLs and the PIBKC rebuilding plan, which may limit
incidental removals of crab in the groundfish fisheries.
Future Council Tasking Grant Thompson reported on his plans for development of a discussion paper
to address scientific uncertainty under Annual Catch Limit requirements for SSC review in June 2010. He
also addressed last year’s recommendations by the joint Plan Teams to convene a working group to
address determinations of when stock-recruitment relationships are reliable for Tier 1 determination.

Diana reported that a crab modeling workshop is scheduled for February 2011 to discuss similar recurring
issues for moving crab stocks to Tier 3. Jim Ianelli noted that a national work group (of which he is a
member) on improving stock assessment methods plans to address this issue in 2011. Jim also reported
on a March 2011 international meeting on stock/recruitment relationships. The results of these
discussions will be reviewed by the joint Plan Teams in 2011, perhaps in conjunction with the September
2011 Plan Team meeting.
The Teams briefly discussed a separate work shop requested by the SSC in December 2009. The SSC
suggested broadening the scope of the Plan Team workshop to develop approaches to quantify and
incorporate uncertainty in stock assessments that estimate recruitment. Plan Team members will
participate, if requested.
Plan Team meeting dates The Teams identified the dates for the September 2011 meeting as Aug 29 –
Sept 2, to minimize conflicts with several other scientific meetings that will occur in September 2011.
This earlier meeting timeline means that neither survey results nor ecosystem reports will be available for
review. Authors are reminded of this earlier timeline when preparing any new assessments. A stock
structure discussion may be scheduled for that meeting. Dates for the November 2011 meeting dates are
the 14th -18th.
Total catch accounting update: Jane DiCosimo summarized the recommendations from a Plan Team
working group on Total Catch Accounting that met via conference call on November 3. The group
focused on several issues: 1) Survey data: a) conversions from numbers to lb and b) time period for
historical data; 2) Inside State waters harvests; and 3) Report out to Plan Teams. The group recommended
that a subgroup be formed to develop draft conversion protocols for incomplete (size data) survey data
sets. The group noted the decision for including historical data is not a technical issue, but the question of
what historical time period should be included should be referred to policy makers (i.e., Council or
NMFS). The working group concluded that inside water harvests should not be included in TCA since
those populations are not included in the biomass estimate in the stock assessments. The TCA working
group will meet again by teleconference on February 9, 10, or 11, 2011 (TBA) to review sub-group
reports on conversion methodologies and the stock inventory. This topic may be addressed again during
the May 2011 Joint Plan Team teleconference (to review Pacific cod model proposals).

Essential Fish Habitat
Generally: We are going ahead with the necessary amendments to make the FMP changes that were
reviewed by the Plan Teams last year, and documented in the 5 year review report (approved by the
Council in April 2010). For the most part, we are just implementing the recommended changes identified
by the stock authors and reviewed by the Plan Teams.
In some instances: we may have questions or clarifications for the individual stock author, to identify
exactly what the FMP amendment language ought to be. If so, we will be contacting the individual
authors during December and January to make sure we are correctly capturing the author's intended
change. If anything comes up that seems outside of the purview of what the Plan Teams already reviewed,
we will consult with the Plan Team chairs. (We are not expecting anything like that to come up).
Timeline: Initial review of the amendment package is scheduled for February. As the Council has already
approved the amendments in principle, it should be a fairly minor agenda item.
Related issues: 1. Council call for HAPC proposals on skate nurseries - process is ongoing, NMFS
proposal is being reviewed for economic and enforcement issues (Plan Teams already reviewed for
ecological merit). Council will decide in February whether to initiate an amendment to implement the
areas as HAPCs, and whether any conservation management measures should be associated with those
areas. (April/June initial review/final action schedule).
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2. sablefish discussion paper. EFH 5 year review contained Plan Team recommendation for EFH
conservation measures to protect sablefish. Council requested further discussion, which will come up
under the sablefish assessment.

Sablefish
Dana Hanselman presented the Alaska sablefish assessment, including overviews of the changes for this
year, the abundance indices and data used in the model, comparisons of results from different model
configurations, projections and harvest recommendations, and future directions for the assessment. In
addition, a separate report related to sablefish recruitment was presented at the request of the Council.
Following recommendations of the CIE reviewers and Plan Teams, the longline survey relative
population weight (RPW) indices were removed from the sablefish assessment, and only the relative
population number (RPN) indices were retained. The remaining data were reweighted to compensate for
the relative change in weight on other components when the two RPW indices were removed. New data
included updated 2009 catch and estimated 2010 catch, 2010 survey relative population numbers (RPN),
2009 fishery RPW, and 2009 ages for surveys and the longline fishery. In general, sablefish catch has
dropped since 2004 (following the TACs which reflected a population decline). Normalized abundance
indices also reflect this general decline although there are differences between longline survey, trawl
survey, and the fishery time series. In particular, the 2010 longline survey shows a substantial increase
over 2009, while the fishery index shows a large decline from 2008 to 2009 (data is not yet available for
2010). Details of these trends, as well as regional index trends and trends in whale depredation on the
longline surveys, are presented in the assessment. Overall, the biggest increases in 2010 were in the
EGOA and to a lesser extent the CGOA areas. In addition, the higher than average number of small age 3
sablefish sized 41-49 cm was a promising sign in the 2010 survey.
The assessment model does not fit the increased population numbers in 2010 very well, but does fit 2009
and the historical Japanese survey well. The model fits age compositions better than last year’s model, but
there were still some mismatches for 2009 fishery and dominant age classes in the survey. In past years
the fishery was disproportionately relying on age 4-9 fish, but in the past two years the fishery catch
appears to have moved back towards equilibrium for ages 4-9. The model is not fitting the 2009 fishery
RPW data point which was way down from 2008, or the increase in surveys in 2010; it appears to split the
difference. The model estimates the 2000 year class to comprise ~25% of spawning biomass, and to be
slightly stronger than in past analyses.
At the request of the SSC, initial investigations into differences between gully stations and slope stations
in the longline survey and evaluation of the IPHC surveys were completed. Gully stations trend in the
same direction as standard stations, except in 2010 when the increase in slope stations was absent in gully
stations. This despite the fact that gullies are thought to show trends earlier than the slope areas. The
IPHC survey RPNs trends match the sablefish longline survey pretty well, although as expected they are
more variable.
Dana described methods for reweighting the indices in detail, and selected the standardized deviation of
normalized residuals (SDNR) method as an objective approach. The 2009 model was used for iterative
reweighting, then the variances were fixed based on that and used with updated 2010 information in this
year’s recommended model (Model 3). The reweighting will not be revisited for several years in the
assessment model (but implications of reweighting would be explored in a proposed research version of
the model). The reweighting in the recommended model also nearly eliminated a retrospective pattern that
had existed in prior models, which was considered an advantage (if an unintended result).
The recommended model projects that 2011 biomass has moved closer to the B40% target, and is now at
B37%. Biomass is still predicted to drop in coming years due to low incoming recruitment. The ABC
recommendation is a 5% increase for 2010 and a big increase from last years’ 2010 projection. The
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projection for 2012 will be modified by lots more data coming in next year. Apportionment in the EGOA
increased; it was up 24% for West Yakutat where fishery and survey indices went up a lot in 2009 and
survey in 2010. The WGOA and AI decreased, while the CGOA remained steady in the apportionment.
Dana pointed out that these changes arise from changes in the data, not in the model, and that all were in
response to requests and reviews.
Dana pointed out that several new hires at the lab may be able to work on new information related to the
sablefish assessment. The plan is to develop a research model to explore upcoming issues and leave this
production model as is for assessment. Things to change in short term for the assessment will be data
rather than the model: abundance indices and whale depredation specifically. Future steps for the
assessment include addressing whale depredation, modelling the fishery index with help from industry to
track abundance better, and looking at tagging data to try to get movement estimates, and apportionment
methods improved.
The Plan Team discussed whether Model 3 should be used for the assessment. While there were some
questions about whether standardized advice was being given to all assessment authors with respect to
index reweighting, in general the Plan Teams felt the approach in Model 3 was a good one, and
represented an improvement in the assessment. The Plan Teams accepted Model 3 as the assessment
model, as well as the author’s recommended ABC, OFL, and apportionments for all of Alaska.
As an aside, Jim Ianelli suggested that reweighting could be a proposal for a Stock Assessment
Improvement workshop to be held at the national level.
Additional Plan Team and public discussion centered on research questions for sablefish. Brenda
Norcross wondered if the recent increase in biomass in the EGOA was from movement alone. Dana
responded that further research was necessary to evaluate these trends; it would have been expected that a
large increase in biomass would appear first in the CGOA. Mike Sigler asked if the retrospective pattern
affected projections, and whether this could explain the continued prediction that we are at a local
maximum in biomass but will decrease next year (a phenomenon termed the “Sigler bump” by Dana).
Dr. Low asked how upstream and downstream affects of fishing might be addressed in this assessment,
similar to how the halibut assessment handles these spatial catch issues. This would be more in the
ecosystem context of sablefish fishery management. Tory O’Connell and others asked about collaboration
with the fishing industry and the potential for incorporating tagging data and comparing among regions,
and investigating the fishery-observed migratory pattern of size from spring versus fall, which may result
in different recruitment patterns. Dan Falvey commented that the plot of proportion of age 4-9 in the
fishery was helpful and could be used in TAC setting for improved economic performance of the fishery
(e.g., backing off to let small fish grow). Tory O’Connell commented that the Chatham Strait sablefish
survey is up this year as well, similar to what is seen in full GOA longline survey.
There was some question on how the recent peak in abundance apparently shifts forward each year and
the projection indicates that abundance will decrease. It maybe useful to examine whether this pattern of a
peak followed by a projected decrease (the “bump”) occurs in a formal retrospective analysis.
There was some question on when reweighting is needed. For example, it was unclear why removing a
dataset would affect other data-weights if they were already “correct”? The response was that the weights
are affected whenever there are inconsistencies between different datasets, and that the previous weights
on compositional data were poorly determined.
The Plan Team agrees with the authors’ recommended 2011 ABC of 16,040 t (combined BSAI and GOA
areas). This represents a 5% increase from the 2010 ABC of 15,230 t. This increase is supported by a
substantial increase in the domestic longline survey index that offset the prior year’s decrease in the
fishery abundance index. There is also a slight increase in estimates of incoming recruitment classes.
Spawning biomass is projected to decline through 2013, and then is expected to increase, assuming
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average recruitment is achieved. Because of the lack of recent strong year classes, the maximum
permissible ABC is projected to be 14,697 t in 2012.
The Team has used the same algorithm since December 1999 to apportion the recommended 2011 ABC
and OFL, which is based on a 5-year exponential weighting of the survey and fishery abundance indices.

Sablefish recruitment processes
Dana Hanselman presented a document on sablefish recruitment processes which stemmed from the
Sablefish EFH update. In the EFH update, it was noted that little was known about juvenile EFH, and that
NMFS should consider research closures to try to learn more about effects of intense fishing in a multispecies context. The Council requested a document relating to all factors of sablefish recruitment, so this
document reviews early life history and issues with estimating recruitment. Three critical stages were
identified: 1) pelagic to nearshore, 2) young of year juveniles settling nearshore, and 3) then moving off
to slope habitat. In stage one, eggs hatch at depth and larvae swim to the surface emerging sometimes as
far offshore as 200 km. These young-of-the-year grow rapidly and move inshore as pelagics. In stage two,
they overwinter and settle in nearshore bays, although it is not known what is special about certain bays.
In stage three, 2 year old and older fish move to the shelf break. It is unknown whether there are particular
spawning locations. Most data are from summer, and summer habitat is not the same as spawning habitat.
It is unknown if there is a type of structure they want for spawning. It is hypothesized that the
environment may be most important in stage 1, larval transport. Larvae are transported by currents, and
there are persistent GOA offshore eddies that could influence the encounter of preferred habitat. Water
column stability and plankton blooms would also affect this stage. In stage 2, competition is more
important, and perhaps diet overlap of other predators or euphausiids. In stage 3, predation may be most
important. Fishing could directly affect stage 3 by removals, and perhaps habitat degradation. However,
there is low discard mortality of juvenile sablefish, so direct fishing effects may not be large. Several
research projects are already underway which may address some of these processes, including a NASA
funded project, a polar front FATE project, and the GOA-IERP which has sablefish among its 5 key
species. The conclusion was that this research could guide next steps, and that we are not yet ready to
suggest conservation measures. The authors do suggest that establishing unobtrusive closures in heavily
fished areas are one way to learn about fishing effects on benthic habitats and potential affects on multiple
fish species.
The EFH Sablefish recruitment update report will be appended to minutes for presentation to Council in
December. The Team discussed how effects of fishing on habitat is considered for both sablefish and in
the context of broader efforts at marine spatial planning, etc. The Teams commented on the need for
small scale research through specific closures to look at effects of benthic habitat on recruitment and
production in intensively fished areas. The Plan Team supports making better use of our current closed
areas (perhaps by initiating monitoring there) and more coordinated efforts towards assessing the effects
of fishing on habitat for multiple species.

Grenadiers
Chris Lunsford presented an update of the full grenadier assessment completed by Dave Clausen and Cara
Rodgveller. Grenadiers were not included in recent amendments that in 2011 will eliminate the “other
species” category, and move the component groups “in the fishery;” however the Council has initiated
trailing ACL amendments that would consider adding grenadiers to the FMP, either in the fishery or
under the ecosystem component category. The approved ACL amendments removed reference to
nonspecified species (e.g., grenadiers) from the FMPs in 2011. As a result of these management actions,
grenadiers will remain outside the FMP. Giant grenadier is the dominant species in the assemblage and is
the world’s largest-sized grenadier. Reliable biomass estimates are available from trawl surveys and
relative biomass estimates from longline surveys. Giant grenadiers are commonly caught in longline
fisheries, especially in the sablefish longline fishery, where grenadier catches are similar to the sablefish
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catches. The assessment authors computed ABC and OFL values using Tier 5 methods. The assessment
authors recommend that grenadiers be classified as “in the fishery” because a large amount is presently
taken as bycatch, market potential exists, and adequate assessment data is available for OFL and ABC
determinations. As an alternative, the authors recommend consideration of moving grenadiers to the
“ecosystem component” in the BSAI and “in the fishery” in the GOA.
The Plan Teams strongly recommends that the grenadier be included in the groundfish FMPs to regularly
determine their status. The Plan Teams also strongly recommend that grenadiers be classified as “in the
fishery” in the GOA. The Plan Teams identified the proposed FMP amendments as a high priority for
Council action.

Halibut fishery incidental catch
Olav Ormseth summarized recommendations from the Halibut Incidental Fishery Catch Estimation
working group. In December 2009, the SSC requested improvements to estimation methods of discard
and continued monitoring of estimated bycatch in the halibut IFQ fishery (until the restructured Observer
Program is implemented in 2013). Specifically, the SSC recommended monitoring at-sea discard of
rockfish species, skates and sharks. Cindy Tribuzio organized a working group to respond to the SSC
request. The group investigated quantitative methods to estimate incidental catches in the unobserved
halibut IFQ fishery. The group consulted with the joint Plan Teams in September 2010 on planned
approaches and received several recommendations; the SSC did not provide recommendations at its
October 2010 meeting but may schedule additional discussion at its February 2011 meeting. The working
group has focused on three topics: 1) estimation of variance for extrapolated survey catch and CPUE; 2)
data filters of annual survey data to better represent commercial fishing behavior; and 3) ratio estimators
to extrapolate survey catch to commercial effort.
In September 2010, the Joint Plan Teams discussed three options for filtering the survey data to more
accurately represent commercial behavior: no filter, the top 1/3rd of survey stations (based on halibut
CPUE within a strata) and a proportional filter where stations are weighted based on the proportion of
commercial effort that occurs in that area . The joint Plan Teams recommended the working group “use
the proportional to catch filtering method, which was considered most likely to reflect spatial differences
in species composition while sacrificing little survey data compared with the top-third method.”
(Groundfish Plan Team minutes, September 2010). This proportional method retains more survey
stations, broader spatial coverage than the top 1/3rd filter , and may more accurately represent
commercial effort.
The Plan Teams endorsed the working group approaches; the Teams recommended that inside waters be
filtered out of the estimation and to investigate the potential overlap of catch accounting between the
halibut and groundfish fisheries. Catch estimates should be available for stock assessment authors for the
next assessment cycle (Fall 2011).
The Teams recommended that for conservation purposes, a consistent approach should be applied for
both biomass determination and total catch accounting. Working group members acknowledged that some
double counting may occur between the Catch Accounting System and working group estimates, but the
overlap is unknown (but believed to be minimal). Diana Stram reported that a similar approach was taken
with the scallop assessments (the biomass estimate was increased to account for known discards.

Ecosystem Assessment
Stephani Zador presented the Ecosystem Considerations SAFE for 2011, with emphasis on topics that are
new since the September PlanTeam meeting. First, the new format was introduced along with the more
searchable pdf document structure, which also will be applied to the website when it is updated in
December. New Ecosystem Considerations SAFE sections added since September include the Eastern
Bering Sea (EBS) Report Card, which summarizes the new synthetic EBS Ecosystem Assessment section.
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Also new this year is a “Hot Topics” section which highlights endangered species issues in the EBS. The
EBS Report Card, Ecosystem Assessment and Hot Topics were assembled by an ecosystem synthesis
Team using information from contributions submitted to the SAFE. The idea is to have distillation of
information from most detailed to most synthetic: contributions—>assessment—>report card. The plan is
to have a regional focus for each assessment and report card; this year the EBS was assessed, and in
subsequent years the other ecosystems will be evaluated. The Team met in September to cull indicators
down to a list of the 10 most important to explaining ecosystem-level status and trends in production.
They met again in October to analyze the 10 indicators and write a synthetic statement of ecosystem
status for the EBS assessment. Another workshop is planned with stock assessment authors to determine
appropriate stock-specific ecosystem indicators; this workshop will be scheduled in spring 2011.
Hot Topics overview: there are two sections, endangered species and early warnings.
1. Endangered species (and their potential to impact commercial fisheries activities, i.e., short-tailed
albatross (STAL), Steller sea lion(SSL))
a. STAL: bycatch occurred in 2010 on cod longliners along continental shelf break and 1
south of Unimak Pass area; these were first reported takes since 1998. The STAL
Recovery Plan allows for a maximum of 4 bycatch mortalities in any 2-yr period;
catching a 5th bird initiates Section 7 consultation that could lead other management
actions, including possibly fishery closures. The time period for accounting for incidental
takes resets in September 2011. The STAL population is increasing (6-7%/yr).
b. Public comments indicated that the fishing industry looked at a lot of variables between
the two takes. There were many differences between the takes (day/night etc.). The
vessels with takes were employing the recommended seabird deterrence methods. The
affected fishing industry may encourage consultation prior to another bird being caught.
They recognize a need to do a better job of deterrence because more birds are out there. It
is possible that consultation could result in increased expected take, given the increasing
STAL population.
c. SSL: sea lions feeding in EBS are breeding in eastern Aleutian Islands and Bering Sea
(so likely dependent on a wider foraging area than previously known)
2. Early Warnings: some common GOA species have recently been observed for the first time in
EBS surveys.
Stephani gave an overview of the ten EBS indicators selected by the ecosystem synthesis Team (see the
assessment for the full list). She then summarized the findings including November 2010 stock
assessment results (see the EBS report card submitted to the December Council meeting for the most up
to date figure—this was presented at the PT meeting but was not available in time for the Plan Team
review document).
Predictions/Summary of trends and findings for 2011 from EBS Report Card –






La Nina conditions and above average sea ice predicted for next year
Euphausiids and copepod recent biomass increase suggests good overall food availability for
planktivores, potentially resulting in increased survival of zooplankton feeders
Mobile epifauna guild is stable, but this masks a decline of commercial crab stocks
Benthic foragers and fish apex predators guilds are stable
Pelagic foragers guild is at a historic low, but outlook is improved by the current pollock
assessment driving an increasing trend, as well as the increases in zooplankton biomass and the
prediction of another above average sea ice year
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Thick-billed murre (TBMU) reproductive success has increased in recent years, along with the
increase in zooplankton and consecutive cold years. Continued cold conditions are predicted so
projections bode well for TBMU.
Northern fur seal – long-term population decline; pup production showing no improvement so
prediction is for continued population decrease.

The Plan Teams made positive comments about the new EBS report card and ecosystem assessment. The
Teams suggested that the authors look at a standardized set of indicators each year; Stephani responded
that this is the goal for each ecosystem. The Teams also suggested that the authors note which indicators
might be under the control of fishery managers to change, and which are not. It was suggested that a
salmon index might be included if possible. The Teams asked whether qualitative or quantitative weights
can be assigned to indices in an integrated framework. Stephani responded that this year the synthesis
Team was given the assignment to pick the most representative indices to reflect system productivity;
further refinement of weightings and statistical integration of indicators can happen for future
assessments.
Stephani went on to describe the Ecosystem Status and Management Indicators section. Four new
contributions and 41 updated contributions are included. Three of the four new contributions were
outlined in September. The new contribution for November gives an overview of seabird population
trends, hatch dates and reproductive success in the Pribilof Islands. Both islands show either decreasing or
stable populations. Hatch dates were earlier for all species where trends were significant, indicating
breeding earlier in season (this is thought to be related to prey availability).

Selected Trends and Summaries
Eastern Bering Sea:














Increase groundfish biomass in BS/AI – pollock comprised largest group
EBS King and tanner crab -- variable trends
o red king population declined in last 3 years but within observed range
o snow crab population gradually increasing
o tanner crab recent increase in mid-2000s followed by decline in past few years
Northern fur seals are decreasing at St. Paul (-6%/year); increasing at St George and Bogoslof
(+20% at the latter, immigration has to account for part of increase as does summer forage habitat
quality). The Teams asked about the adult population; Lowell Fritz (the contribution author)
responded that there was no indication that adult numbers are declining, but there is no dataset for
adults, so in reality, answer is unknown.
Summer EBS bottom and sea surface temperatures: below long-term mean; cold pool extent
similar to other cold years
EBS and AI HAPC biota (sea pens/ whips/ anemones/ corals/ sponges): derived from CPUE
(relative to largest in time series). Trend analysis difficult due to taxon uncertainty, variable field
identification, variable CPUE
EBS Zooplankton: no trend across domains prior to 1999; decrease from 2000-04/5 (period of
relatively warm water); increase after 2004/05. Recent increase in populations of large copepods
(thought to be due to cold pool extent); increase in Pseudocalanus since 2006.
EBS and AI Forage species: sandfish generally low, stichaeids and sand lance higher in recent
years (had been low since 1999)
o Eulachon: little change
o Capelin: population remains low
o Arctic cod: higher in cold years (presumed to be due to intrusion from Arctic)
EBS Jellyfish: CPUE in 2010 similar to 2009 but relatively low between 2000-08
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EBS Poachers, etc.: trends similar within this group. Unknown if noted change due to population
change or survey gear selectivity; middle shelf shows increase.

Aleutian Islands:









AI Water temperatures (Aleutian Islands): warmest in 1997, coolest in 2000; 2010 intermediate
SST across the Aleutians: warm near Amukta (this is the correct spelling; typo on slide) and
region west of Buldir
AI Rockfish distribution: no definitive trends by position or depth, but increase since 2000 in
mean-weighted distribution
AI HAPC biota: sea pens more likely to be caught in eastern Aleutians
AI Capelin and pricklebacks dominant in eastern Aleutians; as a general rule, are rarely caught
AI Miscellaneous species – echinoderms caught often, jellyfish most abundant in 2004 and 2006,
many species not sampled well, eelpout numbers high in central and eastern AI since 1991,
poacher trends unknown
AI Fishing and fisheries trends – no alarming or outstanding trends

All three ecosystems:



Fishing Effort: all at or below long-term average
Fish stock sustainability index – Ecosystem Report indicates that no commercial fish stocks are
overfished or subjected to overfishing. However, blue king crab (in general) and tanner crab in (in
southern Bering Sea) are overfished.

[Please see the ecosystem summary section of the GOA Introduction to the SAFE report for recent trends
in the GOA ecosystem; this was a survey off-year there so fewer contributions were updated for the
GOA.]
The Teams discussed the contributions. A Team member reiterated a comment from September that the
fishing effort time series were should be examined more carefully noting that simply basing the effort on
observer records may not reflect changes in actual effort. While the editors noted that the gear types had
been poorly described in the September figures and that had been corrected, the Team member suggested
that the Science Center have input into the effort time series contribution.
Another Team suggestion was that the indicator time series could be treated differently in future chapters:
in particular, ‘differencing of 1’ for standardized plots. This would make the time series stationary so we
could see the real trend for analysis. There was a public comment that some trends, in particular for
forage fish and poachers may be meaningless because surveys were not designed to catch them.
Therefore, he suggested that these indices be dropped. The Teams responded that there is information in
these indices and that caveats are listed, so they would prefer to leave them in the chapter and reader can
judge whether they are useful for different purposes. In addition, another Team member pointed out that
these apparently noisy time series do show correlations with diet trends for well sampled groundfish, so
there may be more signal there than is apparent from viewing the indices in isolation.

Sharks
Joint Team Shark Minutes
Jon Heifetz presented both the BSAI and GOA sharks to the joint Plan Team. In the past sharks have been
included in the other species complex but because of Amendment 87 sharks will now be broken out as a
separate complex beginning in 2011. The authors continue to recommend managing sharks under Tier 6
(OFL = average catch 1997-2007 and ABC = 0.75OFL) for both the BSAI and GOA. There is a
substantial amount of shark catch not accounted for in the halibut fishery which was presented previously
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by the non-target working group. The authors do not recommend a biomass based calculation of
OFL/ABC (i.e., based on survey biomass estimates) until catches in the halibut fishery are accounted for.
Jon pointed out that the catch accounting system (CAS) is not accounting for shark catch accurately
because more sharks are being discarded at-sea than estimated. The CAS uses observer data for at-sea
discard rates and the IFQ halibut fishery is not required to have observer coverage. In addition to the
author recommendations, alternative Tier 6 options were presented which included OFL
recommendations based on different percentiles of catch history, OFL = maximum catch, and for the
GOA two alternatives that would place spiny dogfish in Tier 5 based on GOA bottom survey biomass
estimates.
Jon pointed out that the public suggested an alternative approach to the percentile calculations; instead of
taking the percentiles by individual species the percentiles could be computed based on the complex as a
whole. With this method the catches for individual species are summed before applying the percentile.
Using the author recommended numbers of OFL and ABC has the potential to constrain fisheries because
in 2011 sharks will be broken out as a separate complex from other species. This led to discussion of how
the unaccounted-for halibut fishery bycatch will be applied when a catch estimate is derived. Tom
Pearson commented that the current CAS estimates are based on incidental catch in other groundfish
fisheries so you would not want to include halibut because we don’t have estimates at this time. The
management alternative to this is to not deduct estimated halibut fishery catches of sharks from from the
federal TAC until the new new procedure is approved by the SSC and those catches are made
avaialable.
Dan Falvey initiated Tier 5 considerations by asking for guidance on what the obstacles are for moving
spiny dogfish in the GOA to Tier 5. The Team and the author concurred that there appears to be a
minimum biomass estimate for the GOA dogfish. Thus, moving dogfish up to Tier 5 is a possibility.
Jon pointed out that sleeper shark catches are trending down but it is not known if this is related to
abundance.
Kenny Downs addressed the percentile approach and requested the Teams consider approaching that
methodology from as a complex rather than by summing up individual species. He also stated that the
halibut fishery extrapolations in the BSAI aren’t comparable to the GOA extrapolations because the
halibut fishery operates differently in the two regions. His final point was that the percentile approach
summed by complex is appropriate because the fishery has big annual spikes in individual species catch.
The complex approach is likely to buffer these spikes.
Ed Richardson agreed the percentile approach should be looked at as a complex and not by individual
species. For the BSAI this way would result in an OFL of 763 t instead of 1,067 t as presented in the
SAFE. Using 763 t gives is more conservative but relieves the concern that three years out of 10 the OFL
could be exceeded. Ed further sated that this approach reduces the impacts of outliers. Since sharks are
managed as a complex then calculating the percentiles by the complex is most appropriate.
Mike Sigler felt the 90% approach was acceptable and emphasized he thought the GOA and BSAI Teams
should be consistent in making their decisions. Splitting sharks out as a separate complex is already
being more conservative than previously so we don’t want to be more constraining by using average
catch. Therefore, using a 90% approach is preferred over the average catch approach.
The Teams agreed that biomass estimates in the GOA are available and should be considered but that in
the BSAI the percentile approach based on the complex was preferable. The BSAI Team tentatively
decided to go with the Tier 6 90% percentile approach applied to the complex and not individual species.
This is different than what was recommended by the assessment authors.
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GOA Specific Comments
Discussion centered around the use of a biomass based approach to determine ABC and OFL. Team
members discussed if there are criteria for determining whether a biomass estimate is reliable. For spiny
dogfish the biomass estimate is may be unreliable because dogfish are often pelagic and thus are missed
by the trawl gear. The estimate could be called a reliable minimum estimate The Team agreed that survey
information is the best scientific information available on abundance of spiny dogfish and should be used
to provide management advice.. It was also pointed out that sharks as a complex could be placed on
bycatch only status similar to skates.

GOA Team discussion
The Team recommended Tier 5 for spiny dogfish and Tier 6 for other species of sharks. Biomass
estimates for spiny dogfish have CVs similar to rockfish species that are Tier 5 and lower. For spiny
dogfish the Team the discussed whether F=M was appropriate for ABC determination and proposed
using the sustainable F approach as an alternative. The 0.04 value was presented in the stock assessment
and is the” sustainable F value (0.04) from a Leslie matrix model based on Tribuzio and Kruse (in
review). The method assumes a closed population and utilizes life history parameters for fecundity,
growth, and survival. A Team member pointed out that this approach is comparable to that used for
marine mammals and may be appropriate for sharks such as spiny dogfish that have low fecundity, high
pup survival, and likely stable recruitment. The Team agreed this would be a more precautionary
approach than using F=M. Therefore for spiny dogfish, OFL is based on Tier 5 calculations M * Biomass
where M = 0.097. Recommended ABC is F * Biomass where F is 0.04 or the sustainable F rate provided
in the assessment.
For other sharks, the Team agreed with the authors to go with the Tier 6 approach of average catch as
recommended by the author. Although the biomass estimates for sleeper sharks have adequate CVs there
is not an estimate of M. Trawl survey estimates for salmon sharks have extremely high CVs. The Team
does not agree with looking at alternative Tier 6 options such as the percentile approaches discussed in
the Joint Team meeting. However, the Team agreed that rather than averaging individual shark species
the average catch should be computed as a complex (not including dogfish). The Team recommended that
all sharks should be on a bycatch only status.
Further discussion focused on how to calculate dogfish biomass estimates from the bottom trawl surveys.
It was noted by the authors that the 2007 survey estimate and variance was relatively high. The author
used a straight average of the last three surveys to compute biomass. Discussion occurred whether or not
an inverse variance weighted method might be more appropriate. After further discussion the Team
agreed that using a consistent approach is desirable and comparable assessments like GOA rockfish use a
straight average of the most recent three survey biomass estimates. Therefore, the Team agreed to use this
approach for spiny dogfish.
The Team recommended the authors to look closer at the IPHC survey and the NMFS longline survey as
possible survey indexes for spiny dogfish and to provide more analyses regarding the reliability of
biomass estimates of the bottom trawl survey. Further, the bottom trawl survey index for sleeper sharks
should be analyzed and any estimates of M that can be derived should be presented. The Team also looks
forward to seeing estimated shark catches from the halibut fishery in next year’s document.

Pacific cod
Grant Thompson presented the BSAI and GOA assessments, both of which used essentially the same
three models. The models were chosen in the course of two rounds of trials and reviews by the Teams and
the SSC (in May/June and September/October). Model A was the 2009 preferred model, whose main
features were:
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(i) Natural mortality M = 0.34 fixed externally.
(ii) Length-specific commercial selectivities, estimated in blocks of years, some forced to be
asymptotic. Commercial age compositions fitted where available, length compositions where not.
Commercial CPUE not fitted.
(iii) Age-specific trawl survey selectivity with annually varying left limb. Trawl survey age
composition and CPUE fitted. The product of catchability and selectivity of 60-80 cm fish
required to be 0.47 based on a small set of data from archival tag recoveries.
(iv) IPHC longline survey length compositions (not CPUE) fitted.
(v) Cohort-specific growth parameters, with the standard deviation of length at age estimated
externally.
(vi) Aging bias of of +0.4 years at all ages estimated by profiling and accounted for.
(vii) Input standard deviations of a number of parameters estimated iteratively so as to match
output standard deviations.
Model B was the same as Model A with some incremental modifications, viz:
(i) Smaller length bins (1 cm instead of 3 and 5) to make full use of the length data.
(ii) Five fishery seasons were modeled instead of 3.
(iii) A single growth schedule was fitted.
(iv) The few fishery length-at-age data were left out.
(v) IPHC survey length data were left out.
(vi) Parameter values estimated iteratively in the 2009 assessment were carried over to Model B.
Model C was the same as Model B but all age composition and length-at-age data were left out because of
concern about aging bias.
Recent survey results affected all model fits. GOA survey abundance increased by 200% in 2009 and
EBS survey abundance by 100% in 2010.
Convergence was an issue for almost all models. In fitting the models, first a best estimate was located by
perturbing (“jittering”) the parameter vector at successive local minima. Reproducibility of the best
estimate was then tested by jittering the best estimate and refitting many times. The best estimate was
seldom relocated. The CV of the present biomass estimate in these trials was about 3% for Model A in the
EBS and 10-20% for Models B and C in the EBS and all models in the GOA.
All model fits to EBS survey abundance were good, and to GOA survey abundance similar. All models
fitted the catch length compositions well. Models A and B fitted the age compositions well.
Model A approximated the modes in EBS survey length frequencies reasonably well, but Model B less
well. Model C matched the modes very closely but at ages that were high by a year because the fitted
growth schedule was permitted to be negative at age one. Grant explained that this could happen because
there were no age or size-at-age data whatsoever in the model, so the model could fit the data with lengthat-age (and survey selectivity at age) shifted relative to Models A and B. This anomaly could easily be
fixed.
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All models estimated produced similar estimates of EBS trawl survey selectivity. In the GOA the survey
selectivity estimates from Models A and B were extremely variable, to the point of being hardly
believable. The estimates for Model C were also quite variable but much less so.
Historical abundance estimates for all models were similar in the EBS. In the GOA Models A and B were
similar but Model C estimated very high levels of abundance in the 1970s, which Grant thought were
impossible.
Grant adopted a number of criteria for choosing a best model, according to which Model B was better
than Model A (better bin and season structure, more parsimonious), and Model C was disqualified
because of the anomalous length-at-age in the EBS and the impossible abundance estimates in the GOA.
Both Teams agreed with Grant’s choice of Model B and his rationale.
Grant previewed upcoming developments in the cod assessment: the option in Stock Synthesis of fitting a
Richards growth schedule (with positive lengths at age one) instead of the von Bertalanffy, the possibility
of estimating aging error internally, a CIE review in March/April, and possibly an Aleutian Islands
assessment. In view of the impending CIE review, the Teams did not attempt at this meeting to formulate
any requests for modeling work. But we do want the Teams and the SSC to review the CIE
recommendations (and any public submissions) in the May/June period before Grant settles on a program
of work for the September/October meetings. We would ask REFM to schedule the CIE review
accordingly.
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GOA Walleye Pollock
Martin Dorn presented the stock assessment for Gulf of Alaska walleye pollock. New data included 2009
total catch and catch at age from the fishery, 2010 biomass and age composition from the Shelikof Strait
EIT survey, 2009 age composition from the NMFS bottom trawl survey, and 2010 biomass and length
composition from the ADF&G crab/groundfish trawl survey. The Shelikof Strait EIT survey biomass
was up 62% from 2009, 220,000 t were found in the new survey areas of Prince William Sound and
Kenai. The ADFG survey biomass also decreased by 15%, but was still up 60% from the three year
mean. The model structure and data inputs were the same as in 2009. The recommended 2011 ABC is
88,620 t, which is a 15% increase from 2010 and is lower than the maximum permissible ABC. Biomass
and yields are projected to increase in 2011.
Gulf of Alaska pollock are well managed. Bycatch and incidental catch: FMP species bycatch consists of
mostly (94%) pollock. Non-targets in 2009 were dominated by squid, eulachon, various shark species
(e.g., Pacific sleeper sharks, spiny dogfish, salmon shark), jellyfish, and grenadiers. There is no trend in
the bycatch of prohibited species for this period (but note that 2010 Chinook salmon bycatch was
unusually high, see below for discussion).
The winter survey showed a broader distribution in Shelikof Strait and a possible shift more eastward.
Survey biomass estimates were similar to assessment model predictions which is encouraging. There was
also an increase in weight at age for mature fish (>5) and this appears to increase the spawning stock
biomass estimates. The reason for this increase in body weight is unknown, but could be due to density
dependant growth or selective predation. The Team discussed whether Shelikof Strait is representative of
other areas, and if sampling had changed over the years possibly also affecting variance.
As in the past, the NMFS bottom trawl survey catchability was examined and a comparison over the last
decade was made. Estimates have varied between 0.64 and 0.85. Because of the uncertainty in the
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estimate and because changes in the catchability can result in large changes to the ABC, the assessment
authors continued to recommend assuming a fixed catchability equal to 1.0 as a risk-averse assumption.
This added conservation was proposed because: 1) the stock is at relatively low abundance levels, 2)
general uncertainty in the stock assessment including some conflicting survey trends, 3) potential
increased predation on pollock, and 4) the importance of pollock in the Gulf of Alaska ecosystem. In
addition, the authors decided that it was better to wait to change the model until a formal framework for
considering scientific uncertainty and risk is implemented under new ABC requirements.
The Team discussed the number of parameters, the practice of penalizing parameters and how that affects
the effective number of parameters in the model. In particular, the topic of “blocking” periods where
selectivity parameters would be the same might be more parsimonious. The Team also discussed that
natural mortality, M, is likely set lower than it is in reality.
The model generally fits well. As in previous years, the model estimates fall well below the high
estimates from surveys in Shelikof Strait during the early years. Selectivity on younger fish has been
higher since 2004; apparently smaller pollock are used for crab bait. Spawning biomass was estimated to
be less than B40% and less than B35%. The model predicts that a set of moderately sized year classes are
recruiting. The assessment is fairly stable over time, but does have runs of highs and of lows. The
assessment authors are concerned that the even though the stock has not been fished at the F40% rate or
higher, the stock remains below B40%. For Steller sea lion concerns, the probability of the stock
dropping below B20% will be negligible in the near term. The stock is increasing, but is estimated to be
at the B35% by 2012. It was noted that projections in the past 10 years or so have tended to be overly
optimistic.
The assessment of pollock in southeast Alaska is the same as last year since there was no new survey in
2010.
The Team discussed the seasonal and geographic apportionment of the ABC. The seasonal
apportionment amount (25%/season) is fixed to temporally distribute the effects of fishing on other
pollock consumers (i.e., Steller sea lions), potentially reducing the overall intensity of any adverse effects.
The catch must also be spatially distributed, but the method used to determine this distribution is
determined by the assessment authors. The authors developed a method which used the biomass
estimates from the most recent four survey years, which will reflect the current distribution but also
smooth year to year variability. Marmot and Mozhovoi were added to the analysis this year since they
have been surveyed three times now. The Team discussed that even within regions, there are multiple
spawning stocks which are not fished at the same level.
The main changes that affect ABC relative to last year include increased mean-wt-at-age, changes in
selectivity, and changes in the slope of the control rule (below target stock size). It was noted that several
conservative assumptions are built into assessment yet the response to uncertainty should occur at a
policy level. Transition to risk-neutral assessment will require careful deliberations (e.g., using a more
realistic M may impact both biomass and harvest rate estimates that could be considerably increase risk
under present harvest control rules).

Discussion of salmon bycatch in GOA
Mary Furuness provided an overview of the Chinook bycatch in the GOA pollock fishery. The group
discussed how observer data are used (i.e., from data collected at sea or in a plant). It was clarified that
both sources are used and that if there is no delivery then extrapolation of hauls for that vessel at sea is
used. Rates apply to unsampled vessels from census data.
The hierarchy of the six different rates used for the estimation was presented. It was noted that perhaps
15% of all bycatch is observed directly (the rest relies on extrapoloation). Martin Loefflad noted that a
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large proportion of wgoa arose from unobserved vessels and this will be resolved with observer
restructuring. Some 72% of of the 2010 bycatch estimate occurred during October 1-18.
It was noted that this could be highlighted in GOA as an evolving hot topic and include it in Ecosystem
SAFE introduction. Apparently rationalizing the pollock fishery would likely resolve this issue but the
situation in the GOA is complex.
The Team discussed the need to look at size distribution of salmon being caught and look at seasonality,
consistency across years and weeks, and compare with characteristics of bycatch in the Bering Sea. It
was noted that the difficulty of having 4 seasons (due to SSL measures) exacerbates the problem.

GOA Pacific cod
The Plan Team accepts model B, and the associated ABC and OFL levels with the caveats and concerns
about the discrepancy between the pattern of last years numbers at age and those estimated in this
assessment. The Team appreciated the Authors effort in reducing the number of models for presentation.
The Team questioned about why the pattern in numbers at age is so different this year compared to last
year’s assessment given that very little data has been added. In particular, the 2009 survey showed lots of
one-year olds but they do not appear to be reflected in the model estimates. This appears to result in a
declining trend in the projection model compared to a rapidly increasing trend from last year’s version. It
was noted that the numbers at age used in last years projection model will be different than the number at
age for this years model. The difference may be in the demographic parameters as specified (there were
some difficulties converting stock synthesis output to age-specific schedules required for the projection
model).
For all models, the recruitment deviation in 2008 appears to go to zero (as reflected in Figure 2.2b) and
that appears contrary to the 2009 survey data. The senior Author noted that the selected model had
survey catchability deviations set to zero in 2009 (along with the recruitment deviation). Also, size at age
1 is really different last couple of years.
The Team noted that it would be useful to have a presentation of the estimates relative to the data,
particularly for the most recent survey (and sub-27 cm abundance index). The ABCs in historical
perspective indicate that even with a 2012 ABC of 78,200 it would be third highest catch in history
(noting that the TAC drops below the ABC due to the state fishery).

GOA sablefish
Sablefish discussion is captured during the Joint Team minutes (no further discussions were had during
separate Team meetings).

Shallow water flatfish
The Team discussed how to manage northern/southern rock sole next year and whether to manage in a
complex or separately. The Team recommends that authors highlight this issue for the Team regarding
historical catch in proportion to individual components of ABC. The assumption is that northern and
southern rock sole will be a Tier 3 assessment next year. It was recommended authors follow a similar
assessment, PSR, for guidance on how to present the complex in the assessment. The Team requested
additional information on complex and relative risks and benefits of retaining Tier 5 complex with
Northern/Southern rock sole versus placing remaining Tier 5 species in a separate chapter. The Team
requested additional information on relative M values for flatfish to evaluate the potential for different
productivity across flatfish stocks. Final discussion was on defining the criteria in the ACL rules for
managing complexes.
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Rex sole
The rex sole assessment is an executive summary and was updated on Tuesday. There is an age-structured
model that is used for rex sole but the Team recommended ABC and OFL from last year’s assessment
were based on Tier 5 calculations applied to the assessment model estimates of adult biomass, because
estimates for F35%, F40%, and B40% were not considered to be reliable. The author explained there was
uncertainty in how the Team calculated adult biomass last year which was the biomass that was applied to
the Tier 5 calculations. The method for calculating biomass was different than what was presented in the
2010 assessment. The calculation used by the author was based on survey biomass whereas the Team
used the Baranof catch equation which utilizes the adult biomass estimated by the model at the beginning
of the year. The author has now updated the document for this year to be consistent with the Team
calculations from last year. Catch is less than ABC and OFL. The majority of catch comes from the
central Gulf. The summary table was presented with a 2011 OFL recommendation of 12,499 t and ABC
of 9,565 t. These values are very similar to 2010 and 2012 recommendations. A table of prohibited
species caught in the rex sole fishery was shown. The main discussion point was that in 2009 there were a
lot of Chinook and non-chinook salmon taken in the fishery. The Team noted that there was also an
usually high number of tanner crab caught in 2009. There was also discussion that the golden king crab
extrapolation was suspect. The author was encouraged to look into the PSC catch for the rex sole fishery.

Flathead sole
Flathead are a Tier 3 species and an executive summary was presented. ABC and OFL trends are
increasing.h history was shown in comparison to the ABC and OFL. Catches are increasing but remain
below ABC and OFL levels. The summary table was presented with a 2011 OFL recommendation of
61,412 mt and ABC of 49,133 mt. The 2011 and 2012 recommendations are slightly higher than the 2010
numbers. The majority of the catch is in the central Gulf. The PSC catches were shown for the flathead
fishery and the prohibited species catch is much lower in comparison to the rex sole fishery.

Arrowtooth Flounder
Arrowtooth are in Tier 3 and an executive summary was presented. Recent catches are lower than the
associated ABC’s and TAC’s. The summary table was presented with a 2011 OFL recommendation of
251,068 mt and ABC of 213,150 mt. Biomass seems to have leveled off and The OFL and ABC for 2011
are slightly lower compared to those recommended in 2010. The apportionment is based on survey
biomass and the proportions by area are identical to those recommended in 2010.

Deepwater flatfish
Deepwater flatfish complex includes Greenland turbot, Dover sole, and Deepsea sole. Dover sole is
managed under Tier 3, using an age-structured model. Deepsea sole and Greenland turbot are managed
under Tier 6. Historical catch records from 1978-1995 was used to calculate the OFL for Tier 6
calculations for Greenland turbot and Deepsea sole. The OFL and ABC are calculated by species, and
then these values are added together to get a total complex ABC and OFL. ABCs and OFLs are similar
for all three species for the past three years (2009-2012). The total catch has been declining since the
early 1990s (mostly Dover sole) but the catch may have increased slightly last year. ABC is apportioned
by area.

Rockfish
POP updatd projections use catch estimate through a specific date (i.e. not estimated through the end of
the year). Paul noted that in the BSAI it is assumed the fishery will catch the whole ABC so that is what
is used. Plan Team discussion centered on whether or not assessments need to be consistent in catch
estimation for current and future years. For species where TAC likely to be taken then assume TAC can
be used, but if not then a good assumption is to use average catch over a time period. Authors should be
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clear in how catch is projected and what assumptions are made to make the catch estimate for the
projection. Discussion occurred of whether or not there are indications that rockfish populations are
declining? Despite a slight decline from last year’s model projections there is nothing indicating this yet.
Discussion focused on how the following year’s catch is estimated. The purpose of this was to ensure an
accurate estimate of the entire year is used rather than an estimate through a certain date. How this is done
will vary depending upon the author’s specific rationale and estimation procedure.

Northern Rockfish
Northern rockfish are in Tier 3a; this off-year summary was updated with the 2009 projection model. The
2010 catch cut off in October represented a 9% decrease from 2009 catch. The projection model predicted
that spawning biomass had decreased slightly, resulting in slightly lower Northern rockfish ABC and
OFL for 2011 and 2012 relative to last year. It was noted that dusky and Northern maturity estimates will
be updated next year. A requested analysis was presented that looked at how the rockfish fishery has
changed since 2007. Northern rockfish are caught east of Kodiak but the bottom trawl survey does not get
them there. Julie Bonney noted that the fishery uses midwater doors, and fly the net, moving it up and
down in the water column. The gear is best described as semi-pelagic gear. Rockfish come up off the
bottom and with this gear fishers can get the net under them, so they can fish in rougher areas, unlike the
bottom trawl surveys. Julie Bonney noted that the midwater doors offer an advantage for fuel
consumption, and also potentially reduce any EFH impacts. It would be interesting to look at bycatch now
versus when they switched gears.
The Team noted that methods for cutting off 2010 catch in early October may be inconsistent with
estimating a full year’s catch for 2011 in projections, especially for Northern rockfish where October and
full year catch may differ by 10%. The Plan Teams suggested that total current year catch be estimated
for projections to the extent possible.

Pelagic Shelf Rockfish
Yellowtail and widow rockfish are both managed under Tier 5. The recommended ABC and OFL for
2011 are 91 t and 121t respectively. The 2011 ABC and OFL values have not changed from 2010, but for
an unknown reason these values were not transferred to the GOA status and catch specifications (please
see http://www.afsc.noaa.gov/REFM/docs/2009/GOApelshelf.pdf). Instead, the specified values of 102 t
and 136 t came from a preliminary version of the Pelagic Shelf Rockfish SAFE. These are incorrect, and
91 t for ABC and 121 t for OFL are the correct values.
Dusky rockfish are managed under Tier 3a, and the 2009 projection model was updated using the new
2010 catch. The projection model showed a decrease of 6% from last year. The author recommends a
2011 ABC of 4, 663 t. The total PSR Recommended ABC for 2011 is 4,754 t. There spatial pattern of the
dusky rockfish fishery has shifted some between 2007 and 2009. Next year the authors’ plan to respond
to the SSC comments to compare rockfish catchability between dusky and rougheye and blackspotted
rockfish. The authors will try to provide information on maturity and growth curve updates for dusky
rockfish.

General rockfish discussion:
The distribution of fishery effort by area under the rockfish pilot program began in 2007 were presented.
There were some distributional changes in fishery effort. Fishery changes appear to be more prevalent in
where northern rockfish were caught compared to other rockfish species. The survey distribution appears
to be different than that seen from fishery data. The fact that mid-water doors are commonly used in the
fishery may be the source of the difference. Applying the stock structure template to rockfish species was
discussed and the Team encouraged rockfish authors to use the template to at least one GOA rockfish
species (and also one flatfish species). The Team noted that Dusky rockfish would be a good candidate
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for GOA rockfish and either flathead sole or rocksole as a candidate for GOA Flatfish. The author will
bring forward a proposal to the Team in September regarding revised groupings of rockfish by complex,
especially in regards to separating dusky’s from the other pelagic shelf species. This may include a
recommendation to break out shortraker from other slope species, add yellowtail and widow to the
remaining “other slope” species. This would result in an “other rockfish” complex made up of minor
species. Julie noted concerns about rockfish identification issues and that this may be exacerbated by
modifying the composition of this species complex . Management under the new RPP regulations
relative to a modified species complex could affect practical aspects of the RPP.
The Team recommended authors consult species allocation regulations with RO staff prior to the
September discussion. The Team also recommends that the rockfish authors bring back in September a
vulnerability assessment to go along with the revised complex management concepts. Consideration of
potential new rockfish species complexes should be accompanied by a Productivity-Susceptibility
Analysis to evaluate whether individual species in management complexes share similar productivity and
vulnerability to fishing pressure. There was also a recommendation that authors follow up with AFSC
staff doing POP maturity studies in Kodiak prior to updated assessments next year.

Demersal shelf rockfish
There is currently no funding for a submersible survey this summer (2011). The availability of the Delta
submersible uncertain. The submersible survey is necessary in order to complete a full assessment and if
it cannot be completed prior to the full stock assessment in Nov. 2011 would Plan Team drop DSR down
from Tier 4 to Tier 5? The Plan Team discussed this and decide that the lack of survey data would not
necessarily mean that DSR would change Tier status. Plan Team requested additional information on the
historical timing of regional mangment area surveys (i.e. which years were surveys conducted in each
area?). A potential for age-structured model for yelloweye rockfish to be discussed. Plan Team requests
additional information on impacts of halibut sport regulations of yelloweye bycatch.
Yelloweye age structured model presentation: Dave Carlile provided an update on effort to employ an age
structured model for yelloweye. Discussion of selectivity curves and dip in curve. Using yelloweye
data with generic rockfish model. There are two alternative selectivity curves, both have recent predicted
catch higher than observed. The model fiits to fishery age compositions appear to be off on the plus-size
group each year, also there is a discrepancy in 46 category each year. Seems to be some truncation error
or mis-match in model. Dave Carlile to update model and to bring back in September for PT review at
that time. Suggestions include to extend age composition...[ask jim here...]. include CVs in abundance
plots in next draft.

Thornyheads
Sandra gave a presentation of the thornyhead assessment executive summary.

Atka mackerel
Sandra gave a presentation on the executive summary of the Atka mackerel assessment. No major
changes were noted and catch remains well below ABC levels.

General Tier 6 discussion
Discussion of differential standards for considering a reliable biomass estimate for Tier 5 purposes.
different standards for non-target stocks that are not a target fishery than for target stocks where goal is
different. The Team discussed that in cases of non-target stocks some estimate of biomass (e.g. minimum
biomass estimates) could and should be employed to establish specifications for these stocks when
average catch is insufficient. The Team was noted that Tier 6 stocks require different considerations due
to diverse life history characteristics and relative vulnerabilities.
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Skates
Olav Ormseth presented a chapter update, no new survey data, updated catch. There was a substantial
change to fishery catch data because of an error discovered in the regional database. This accounting did
not affect inseason catch. The author presented summary of the state-waters skate fishery that occurs in
Prince William Sound. 2009 was the first year this fishery occurred. High catch rates resulted in harvests
of big skates exceeding the GHL. In 2010, trip limits were imposed and total harvest of big skates were
closer to GHL. Author and Plan Team commented on poor species identification in fishery. The Plan
Team agreed with the authors ABC recommendations based on Tier 5 calculations.

Squid
Olav Ormseth presented new work on evaluating seasonal patterns of squid bycatch in fisheries. Catch is
highest in area 620. Catch patterns appear consistent over different years and there appears to be a
possibility of a depth-related catch. Has anyone looked at spcies mix in GOA vs Bering Sea? Mostly
berytooth in GOa.
Discussion of depth-stratum of fishery and acoustic survey. Julie note re 2006 area along shelf-break is
where larger pollock aggregated on break. Biomass no longer there and might have been in that year
only.
Discussion of utility of examining Tier 5 possibility for specifications. Likely biomass estimates better
for squid that others. Team requests Tier 5 calculations for next year’s assessment.

GOA Sharks
For GOA a discussion centered around trying to use a biomass approach to determine ABC and OFL. A
comment was made that you need a “reliable” estimate of biomass and we could consider dogfish a
“minimum” estimate as an alternative as it’s likely to be higher than what the GOA trawl survey estimates
are. Using that approach we could call it a pseudo Tier 5 approach as it makes use of available scientific
information. The Team agreed with a pseudo Tier 5 approach because there is information from that trawl
survey and this approach utilizes that information. The Team stated that the 90% percentile approach is
hard to justify from a conservation standpoint so adopting the trawl survey estimates as minimum
biomass is better. It was also pointed out that sharks as a complex could be placed on bycatch only status
if the Teams go with a higher ABC recommendation and that we can make recommendations on other
things rather than just ABC. An example of that is how we have dealt with skates.
Discussions leaned towards going with a minimum biomass and that the Team considers this to be a
reliable minimum biomass estimate. Olav mentioned that the SSC suggested that Tier 5 should be
considered for dogfish. Therefore, a Tier 5 approach for dogfish and a Tier 6 for other species should be
considered and all sharks should be placed on bycatch status only.
The Team agreed to go with a minimum biomass approach for spiny dogfish but questioned whether F=M
was appropriate and discussed using the sustainable F approach as an alternative. The 0.04 value is based
on a Leslie matrix model from Cindy Tribuzio’s PhD dissertation fishery rate based on a closed
population. This approach assumes a closed population and utilizes life history parameter s for fecundity
and survival and is more like a marine mammal approach which is may be appropriate for sharks that how
low fecundity, high pup survival, and likely stable recruitment . The Team agreed this would be a more
precautionary approach rather than using F=M. Therefore, OFL is based on Tier 5 calculations M *
Biomass where M = 0.097. Recommended ABC is F * Biomass where F is 0.04 or the sustainable F rate
provided in the assessment. This ABC is less than the Tier 5 maximum permissible ABC of 0.75 *M*
Biomass. For other sharks, the Team agreed to go with the Tier 6 approach of average catch as
recommended by the author. The Team does not agree with looking at alternative Tier 6 options such as
the percentile approaches discussed in the Joint Team meeting. However, the Team agreed that rather
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than averaging individual shark species the average catch should be computed as a complex (not
including dogfish). All sharks will be on a bycatch only status.
Discussion occurred regarding how to calculate dogfish biomass estimates from the bottom trawl surveys.
It was noted by the authors that the 2007 survey estimate and variance was relatively high. The author
used a straight average of the last three surveys to compute biomass. Discussion occurred whether or not
an inverse variance weighted method might be more appropriate. This was also pointed out that it can be
done for octopus. After further discussion the Team agreed that using a consistent approach is desirable
and comparable assessments like GOA rockfish use a straight average of the three previous survey
biomasses. Therefore, the Team agreed to use this approach for spiny dogfish.
The Team encourages the authors to look closer at the IPHC survey and the NMFS longline survey as
possible survey indexes for spiny dogfish and to provide more analyses regarding the reliability of
biomass estimates of the bottom trawl survey. Further, the bottom trawl survey index for sleeper sharks
should be analyzed and any estimates of M that can be derived should be presented. The Team also looks
forward to seeing estimated shark catches from the halibut fishery in next year’s document.

Octopus
Liz Conners presented an update of the octopus assessment. Octopuses were included in recent
amendments that eliminate the “other species” category in 2011, and move the component groups “in the
fishery.” The biomass estimates for octopuses from trawl survey’s are not reliable. Octopuses are
commonly caught in pot and trawl fisheries, especially in the Pacific cod pot fishery. The assessment
authors computed ABC and OFL values using Tier 6 average and maximum 1997-2007 catch.
In the BSAI, Giant Pacific octopus is the most abundant on the Bering Sea shelf and commercial
catch of the at least seven species found in the BSAI.
The Teams discussed changing time frame? The Team’s also discussed using biomass-estimates from
trawl survey. There would need to be a natural mortality estimate. This would be a move away from Tier
6 and use the available information to employ Tier 5 calculation.
Retain in Tier 6 but use available information to calculate a Tier 5-like estimate based on last 3 surveys
and natural mortality estimate of 0.53. In the GOA the Plan Team’s recomended that octopus be on a
bycatch-only status. This does not affect current retention. Julie Bonney said that in the GOA octopus
are currently not on bycatch status, so this would be a change in 2011 fishery. MRAs at 20% for all other
species in aggregate. Octopus bycatch in pot fishery, how is this data being extrapolated? Tom note
reported with landings. Inverse weighted 3 survey average. Liz to put these numbers in document.

Sculpins
Olav Ormseth presented an update on gulf sculpins. While there is no new biological data, sculpins will
now be managed as an independent complex. There are lots of sculpin species, but only 4 speciess make
up most of the survey biomass. Yellow Irish lord are consistently the most abundant sculpin. Sculpin
species in the gulf have varied life history and varied vulnerability scores. Most of the catch is incidental
in the Pacific cod and flatfish fisheries. There is some mismatch between proportion of species
composition versus survey composition.
The author recommended changing M based on recent research conducted in the BSAI. In addition, the
author recommended weighting individual M rates by survey biomass to estimate a ‘complex biomass’.
The Team discussed some possible confusion, but felt this calculation was reasonable. Author noted that
using the BSAI M rates increases the ABCs. The Team agreed with the author’s recommendations and
suggested that research into sculpin life history in the Gulf should be a high priority.
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The BSAI Groundfish Plan Team convened on Tuesday, November 16, 2010, at 1:00 pm. All members
contributed to assessment reviews. As many as 35 members of the public attended parts of the meeting.

Eastern Bering Sea Pollock
Jim Ianelli, senior author of the EBS walleye pollock assessment, presented an overview of this year’s
SAFE chapter. Major results include the following: Biomass estimates from both the bottom trawl
survey and the acoustic-trawl survey were much higher this year than last year. Estimates of spawning
biomass for recent years have gone up, and spawning biomass for 2011 is projected to be 25% above
BMSY. Weights at age from the 2009 fishery were much larger than the recent 10-year average, meaning
that fewer fish were harvested in 2009 than estimated in last year’s assessment. The estimated strength of
the 2006 year class has gone up, more in line with the estimate from the 2008 assessment than last year’s
assessment. The 2006 year class is estimated to comprise more than half of the total spawning biomass in
2010 (typically, no more than about 30% of the spawning biomass is contributed by a single year class).
In addition, the 2010 acoustic-trawl survey showed signs of a strong 2008 year class. Because the large
2006 year class was produced when spawning biomass was low, the estimated slope of the stockrecruitment relationship has increased, which led to an increase in the estimate of FMSY. The estimate of
FMSY would have increased even more, but the authors chose to ignore the 2008 and 2009 year classes in
estimating the stock-recruitment relationship. The preliminary 2011 ABC as specified last year is 1.11
million t, and the authors are recommending a final 2011 ABC of 1.27 million t (a 14% increase) based
on a five-year average harvest rate, which is well below the maximum permissible value of 2.15 million t.
This stock is been managed under Tier 1.
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In addition to the final model, the assessment included partial results from several other models. Some of
these models were developed to examine which of the recent data had the largest impacts on results.
Some of the data examined in this context were updated total catch, updated 2009 fishery average
weights, updated age composition from the 2009 acoustic-trawl survey, and inclusion of annual estimates
of relative precision for the acoustic-trawl time series. Of these, the assessment showed that the relative
precision estimates had the largest impact on estimates of recent year class strengths. Other exploratory
models included use of an ageing error matrix (last evaluated in the 2003 assessment) and an “acoustic
vessels of opportunity” index which is intended to be used in next year’s assessment to compensate for
the lack of a 2011 acoustic-trawl survey.
Some other factors noted in the assessment include the following: Catch taken west of 170W has been
increasing almost continuously since 1995. This was another cold year in terms of bottom temperature,
marking five years in a row of such conditions (compared to three years in a row for below-average
surface temperatures). Euphausiid backscatter increased every year from 2004 through 2009, but was
down slightly in 2010. Of the overall biomass estimated by the acoustic-trawl survey this year, only
about 5% occurred in Russian waters (the percentage has been as high as 15% in previous years).
Team discussion focused on two issues. The first was the issue of whether the two most recent year
classes should be ignored in estimating the stock-recruitment relationship. During the discussion of this
issue, the following points were made (these are comments by individual Plan Team members and do not
necessarily reflect Plan Team consensus):
1. If the recent year classes are excluded, this should be because the point estimates are too
uncertain, not because they are large (i.e., consistency would require excluding recent year
classes that are small and uncertain as well as those that are large and uncertain).
2. There are precedents for dropping the most recent recruitments from the time series in the case of
Tier 3 stocks.
3. If the estimates of uncertainty associated with recent year classes are accurate, this uncertainty
should propagate appropriately into the buffer between OFL and the maximum permissible ABC.
4. The confidence interval for 2010 spawning biomass estimated in last year’s assessment does not
include the point estimate from this year’s assessment, indicating that uncertainty surrounding
recent year classes may be underestimated by the model.
5. The desired level of conservatism, if any, should be built into the prior distribution for steepness
rather than achieved by an ad hoc decision to ignore certain year classes.
6. Last December, the SSC cited several precautionary elements that are built into the EBS pollock
assessment; if those precautionary elements are acceptable, perhaps the decision to ignore recent
strong year classes when estimating the stock-recruitment relationship is also acceptable.
7. Perhaps there should be a policy that authors must always exclude some specified number of
recent year class estimates when estimating the stock-recruitment relationship (or average
recruitment, in the case of Tier 3 stocks).
8. Adoption of such a policy (see above) would require a decision as to whether the same year class
estimates should be excluded from model projections.
After much discussion, the Plan Team decided to accept the model recommended in the assessment with
the 2008-2009 year classes omitted in the estimation of the stock-recruitment relationship, without
passing judgment on whether omission of these two year classes is appropriate. There were two main
reasons for this decision:
In terms of harvest specifications, the choice of whether to include the 2008-2009 year classes affects
only the OFL and the maximum permissible ABC. Even when the 2008-2009 year classes are excluded,
the OFLs and the maximum permissible ABCs for 2011-2012 are all greater than the 2 million t OY cap
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for the overall groundfish fishery, meaning that the decision is largely academic for the present
assessment.
The SAFE chapter does not include a complete set of results for the model with all year classes included,
so there was really no other choice.
The Plan Team emphasized that this is a purely pragmatic decision for this year only and does not
necessarily constitute a standing policy. The Plan Team also recalled its recommendation from last
November that a workshop be held, or a working group be formed, to develop guidance regarding how to
decide when a stock qualifies for management under Tier 1. The Plan Team believes that this
recommendation should definitely be acted upon this year, with the terms of reference expanded slightly
to develop guidance regarding which year classes to include in estimation of the stock-recruitment
relationship (for Tier 1 stocks) and which year classes to include in estimation of average recruitment (for
Tier 3 stocks).
The other main item of discussion was the recommended ABC for 2011 and 2012. The assessment
authors recommend setting ABCs for 2011 and 2012 below the maximum permissible level, specifically,
at values corresponding to the average harvest rate over the most recent five complete years (0.332).
Projected harvesting at this rate gives ABCs for 2011 and 2012 equal to 1.27 million t and 1.60 million t,
respectively. Following discussion of the authors’ recommendations and the maximum permissible
ABCs, the Plan Team agreed with the authors’ recommended ABCs. The Plan Team’s primary reason for
recommending ABCs well below the maximum permissible is the large hole in the age structure created
by poor recruitments from the 2002-2005 year classes. While the Plan Team has recommended ABCs in
excess of 2 million t in previous years when biomass was very high, the stock contained multiple large
cohorts in those years, whereas about half of next year’s catch is likely to come from a single year cohort
(2006). Because recruitment is largely driven by environmental conditions, the Plan Team also felt that it
would be advisable to take advantage of the present large biomass as a hedge against the possibility that
the environment might return to the conditions that produced poor recruitment during the 2002-2005
period.
The Plan Team adopted the authors’ values for 2011 and 2012 OFL, 2.45 million t and 3.17 million t,
respectively. This stock is not being subjected to overfishing, is not overfished, and is not approaching an
overfished condition.
In the context of ecosystem considerations, multiple sources of information indicate that EBS pollock
biomass is increasing. Relative abundance of euphausiids, a key item in the diet of pollock, increased for
several years through 2009. This indicates that pollock prey is generally abundant, while the slight
downturn in euphausiid abundance observed in 2010 may indicate the beginning of top-down control
resulting from increased pollock abundance. The current draft of the BiOp does not indicate that
reductions in the EBS pollock ABC are necessary to avoid jeopardizing the recovery of species listed
under the ESA.

Aleutian Islands Pollock
Steve Barbeaux presented an update of the Aleutian Islands pollock assesment. In 2003, Congress
determined that the AI pollock TAC would be set at 19,000 mt or less and allocated to the Aleut
corporation by Congress and the CDQ groups. In 2010, only 55 t of pollock were taken in the directed
fishery. About 1,000 mt of pollock were taken as incidental catch, primarly in the cod fishery.
New data for this year’s assessment include a summer bottom trawl survey estimate, new age data and
2010 catch data. The author noted that Aleutians pollock otoliths are harder to read than Bering Sea
pollock otoliths. Trawl survey biomass estimates indicate that over time pollock abundance has
diminished in the western and central Aleutians, and increased in the eastern area.
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The author presented two versions of the assessment model. One model was similar to models presented
in previous assessments. The second version added an ageing error matrix. Biomass estimates for the
most recent years are somewhat less than values estimated in the previous assessment, most likely due to
the addition of the 2010 trawl survey biomass estimate. Biomass currently is at about 30% of the unfished
value because recruitment has been low. Biomass has been increasing for about a decade and approaching
the value expected with no fishing.
The Team accepted the revised assessment model with ageing error included. In general, the Team
recommends inclusion of an ageing error matrix in the assessment model if ageing error information is
available. The preference is known age comparison because a reader-tester comparison may
underestimate the error rate and the statistical distribution of the error rate.
The Plan Team determined that there are no ecosystem considerations that would cause the Plan Team to
recommend an ABC different from the authors recommendation for 2011 of 36,700 t.

Bogoslof Walleye Pollock
Steve Barbeaux presented a brief update of the Bogoslof pollock assessment. No survey was conducted in
2010. The ABC and OFL values are the same as last year. There is a Bogoslof survey planned for 2011.

Pacific cod
The joint Teams accepted the author’s preferred Model B (see Joint Team Minutes). Therefore the
remaining issue for the BSAI Team were the OFL and ABC recommendations and ABC area
apportionments.
Mike Sigler accepted the model, but suggested that the values of natural mortality and trawl survey
catchability were uncertain; he noted that the stock size estimates included a lot of small fish from
incoming year classes. Bill Clark observed that the uncertainty of M and q were not very different from
other assessments and had been fully discussed in September. Grant Thompson said that small fish were
only a small part of the author’s recommended ABC for 2011. The Team approved the author’s
recommended OFL and ABC, set according to the standard control rule for a Tier 3b stock. Still, because
of the influence of the incoming 2006 and 2008 year classes on projected biomass, the Team notes that
the 2012 estimate may be lower next year than projected this year.
Kerim Aydin observed that in the absence of an area apportionment between the Bering Sea and Aleutian
Islands, the exploitation rate of cod in the Aleutian Islands continued to be about twice that in the Bering
Sea (based on simple ratios of catch and survey abundance), and biomass continued to decline in the
Aleutian Islands. A member of the public commented that for various reasons (including Steller sea lion
mitigation measures) cod catches in the Aleutians were unlikely to increase and were very likely to
decline in 2011. The Team is nonetheless still concerned about the disproportionate exploitation of cod in
the Aleutian Islands and recommends the earliest possible implementation of separate area ABCs.
Applying the Kalman filter approach to the updated (through 2010) time series indicates that the best
estimate of the current biomass distribution is 91% EBS and 9% AI, replacing the previous proportions of
84% and 16% respectively.
The author informed the Team of his plans to develop a separate AI Pacific cod assessment in the near
future.

Yellowfin sole
Tom Wilderbuer summarized the results of the assessment, noting changes to the input data. In contrast to
last year’s gender specific model, this year’s model incorporated both gender and time specific
selectivities. Catch history was reviewed, noting the particularly high foreign catches during the early
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years of the fishery. Plots of cumulative weekly catch indicated the similar pace of the fishery over the
last few years, with the exception of 2007 when there were a number of closures due to halibut bycatch. A
progression of maps displayed monthly changes in commercial catch locations for yellowfin, with catches
distributed broadly near the western edge of the shelf early in the year, and becoming more focused
toward the southern end of the shelf, and to the east of the shelf edge, as the year progressed. In 2009,
95% of yellowfin sole was retained.
Tom highlighted the utility of a gender-specific model by showing plots of differential growth patterns for
males and females, females becoming heavier at age than males. The bottom trawl survey biomass
estimate for yellowfin sole increased 36% between 2009 and 2010. Age composition plots indicated
generally greater proportions of older fish in the fishery, compared to the survey. Tom noted the large
2003 year class.
Alternatives for using three different stanzas of spawner-recruit data to define the S-R relationship were
mentioned. As a precautionary measure, data from the 1978-2003 period were used in estimating the
relationship. The benefit, and success, of using bottom temperatures to model catchability was
emphasized. Nine alternative models were used to evaluate the influence of different approaches for
determining natural mortality (M) and catchability (q). The authors recommended - and the Plan Team
supported - the use of the 2010 BASE model in which M was fixed (0.12) and q estimated based on
bottom temperature.
Tom elaborated on the use of a fixed vs. estimated M as part of the model evaluation. An alternative
model which allows M for males to be estimated, with the M for females fixed, yielded a good fit to the
observed sex ratio. But the observed sex ratio during the survey is influenced by spawning in inshore
areas and fitting the model to these sex ratios may not provide the most representative indication of the
actual sex ratio. Therefore, the preferred model estimates q from the relationship between bottom
temperature and survey catchability, with M fixed (=0.12) for both males and females.
The estimated selectivity for 2010 was used to estimate the 2011 ABC. Mike Sigler suggested the
possibility of estimating selectivity in 4-year blocks (as was done by Paul Spencer for the POP
assessment), rather than annually. Grant Thompson mentioned that for EBS pollock, constraints were
placed on annual estimates of selectivity, and Tom indicated that constraints were also used in estimating
annual selectivity for yellowfin sole.
In examining the fit of the modeled to observed biomass it was noted that the model estimate below both
the 2010 survey point, and lower bound of the interval, estimates. Estimated female spawning biomass
continues to trend toward the B40% level. Addressing recruitment, the strength of the 1981 and 1983
year classes and their continued contribution to the fishery was noted, along with suggestion that the 2003
year class would hopefully be fairly strong.
The Plan Team discussed the potential merits and ramifications of different approaches to estimating time
varying fishery selectivity. The author estimated time-varying selectivity on an annual basis. This was
contrasted with the approach used for some other species, such as Pacific Ocean perch, in which fishery
selectivity was estimated in 4-year blocks. For population projections, the selectivity from the most recent
year was used by the author. One reason given for using the most recent year was that this approach
provided the largest buffer between the OFL and the ABC. The merits of this approach versus
alternatives such as using an average of years were discussed at some length. A few Plan Team members
(Cheng, Clark, Sigler, Hanselman) suggested considering the use of a mean of selectivities from recent
(e.g. 2-5) years. Dana Hanselman suggested that retrospective analyses, using different sets of years for
average selectivity, might be useful in evaluating the merits of averaging selectivities. Grant Thompson
pointed out that the use of average selectivities would not affect the buffer between OFL and ABC,
although it would affect the projections.
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The Plan Team concurred with the use of the authors-recommended model, OFL and ABC. No specific
ecosystem considerations were noted.
Plan Team recommendations For the next yellowfin sole assessment the Plan Team recommends that the
author investigate using averaging selectivities for purposes of making projections.

Greenland turbot
Jim Ianelli highlighted recent trends in Greenland turbot abundance indices, catch, and quota. Quotas and
catches have been at low levels. Catches increased from 2008 to 2010 due largely to greater catch of
Greenland turbot in the arrowtooth flounder fishery. Survey catches from the 2010 Bering Sea shelf and
slope surveys increased, substantially on the shelf. The longline survey index and AI trawl survey
estimates of abundance declined. The AI index is not used in the assessment but is used for apportioning
the biomass.
The author reviewed how a previous version of the stock synthesis model accounted for the influence of
high historical catches in the foreign fishery by introducing a single large recruitment. That feature was
lost in subsequent versions of SS until the most recent version in which it is again incorporated.
The BS shelf trawl survey abundance increased markedly, apparently due to a very big recruitment, which
is strongly suggested by a high proportion of small fish (most likely age 1 fish) from the survey. This
greater abundance is also reflected in the percentage of survey tows which had Greenland turbot; this
percentage has generally ranged around 15 to 20%, but increased to more than 35% in the 2010 survey.
The patchy and yearly variation in the distribution of Greenland turbot is probably influenced partly by
the extent of the cold pool with a heavy concentration of fish along the 0 degree isotherm. In the AI most
of the turbot biomass is concentrated in the eastern AI, as evidenced by higher bottom trawl survey
CPUEs.
In contrast to last year’s relatively conservative ABC recommendation, this year the author recommends a
full Tier 3a ABC designation. The author highlighted the dual length frequency modes in the fishery
attributable to growth differences between sexes. The differential growth of males and females is
reflected in surveys, contributing to varying sex ratios among years. In recent years there have been more
males in the trawl survey. The proportion of females in the catch has varied considerably over time with
males more prevalent in trawl catch and females, in longline catch. More fish have been consistently
caught in the EBS trawl surveys in the 400-600 m depths which may be attributable to sexual segregation
of fish, with males aggregating in that depth range. Sex specific changes from year to year contributed to
variability in the area swept survey results.
With reference to the apparently strong recruitment reflected in the age compositions, Mike Sigler asked
whether there could be some smearing of strong year classes, with contribution from more than a single
year class to the apparent strong recruitment. The author responded that this level of recruitment has not
been seen in awhile so this is probably not a case of smearing of more than one age class. Jane DiCosimo
called attention to the differing trends of the surveys, with the trawl surveys showing varying degrees of
increase, while the longline survey continued to show declines and was at the lowest level on record.
Given the trends in abundance, and other changes taking place in the AI noted by Kerim Aydin and Mike
Sigler, Jane stressed the importance of having future surveys in the AI. Kerim commented that the
changes in the AI noted during the discussion provided impetus for him to revisit a guild analysis for the
area. Mary Furuness noted that the OFL was applied to the BS/AI while the ABCs were applied to
separate areas – i.e., EBS and AI.
The Team noted updates of the model, including modifications to the SS3 version from last year. The
main modification was a change from using individual recruitments during the 1960s, to applying an
expected recruitment value to 1960-1969. It was noted that the ABC - similar to last year – was
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appropriate given the model results. The substantial increase in new recruits was again noted, along with
the apparent influence of these recruits on overall increased abundance of Greenland turbot. The Team
supported the author’s recommendations for ABC and OFLs for 2011 and 2012.
Plan Team recommendations. The Team strongly recommended that the 2012 AI trawl survey be
conducted.

Arrowtooth Flounder
Input data of the present assessment includes arrowtooth flounder only as this assessment is no longer for
the Atheresthes complex. Input data were updated with the inclusion of fishery catch and discards through
15 Oct. 2010. New data also included 2010 shelf, slope and Aleutian Islands surveys size composition
and biomass point-estimates and standard errors. Estimates of retained and discarded portion of the 2009
catch were added.The current model includes the Aleutian Islands, Bering Sea slope and Bering Sea shelf.
The biomass is modeled with 76% of the stock on the shelf, 14% in the Aleutian Islands and 10% on the
Bering Sea slope. Wilderbuer presented the same model as last year. There is no comment from Plan
Team.

Kamchatka Flounder
Tom Wilderbuer presented the first stock assessment model of Kamchatka flounder with Tier 5 status. In
the eastern part of their range, Kamchatka flounder overlap with arrowtooth flounder (Atheresthes
stomias) which are very similar in appearance and were not routinely distinguished in the commercial
catches until 2007. Until about 1992, these species were also not consistently separated in trawl survey
catches and were combined in the arrowtooth flounder stock assessment. However, managing the two
species as a complex became undesirable in 2010 due to the emergence of a directed fishery for
Kamchatka flounder in the BSAI management area. Since the ABC was determined by the large amount
of arrowtooth flounder relative to Kamchatka flounder (complex is about 93% arrowtooth flounder) the
possibility arose of an overharvest of Kamchatka flounder as the Atheresthes sp. ABC exceeded the
Kamchatka flounder biomass. In addition, observers can distinguish between arrowtooth and Kamchatka
flounders when they have it in hand. He proposed to use 7 years running average of biomass. Due to the
high catch of Kamchatka flounder in a small area around the eastern AI, the Plan Team recommended the
authors report the catch and exploitation rate of both EBS and AI in the next year stock assessment and
explore the option of apportionment between the above two areas.

Northern Rock Sole
The 2009 fishery and survey age comps were added to the model. The survey biomass is 34% higher than
last year. The catch last year was ~53,000, 25% of ABC, an exploitation rate of <0.04. Rock sole are
heavily fished for roe in February and March. Catch is limited by the demand for row. Otherwise rock
sole is bycatch of the yellowfin sole fishery.
An improvement to the model this year is the addition of time-varying length at age. Rock sole size
stanzas were used. NRS were larger in 1982-91 and smaller in 1992-2003. There appears to be a density
dependent component in the size changes. Length-at-age changes the model results. This is critical; it is
important in the model and is only done for NRS and Pacific halibut. Weight changes at age 6-7,
maturity. At that time females become larger than males. Bill Clark asked for an explanation of the
length-at-age model. It is summarized as a plot of length converted back to age. There are a lot of small
fish out there in both the fishery and the survey.
Author recommends Model 1, the base model fixes q=1.5. The split -sex model that was implemented last
year is used. Sex ratio = 50:50 in survey. In summer during the survey, NRS are spread across shelf
feeding, evenly distributed. In winter spawning is at the shelf break. There was good recruitment early
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2000s and low recruitment late 1990s. Time varying changes in model for fishery selectivity makes the
population estimate appear to go up 34%.
The SSC expressed concern over the narrow range between the ABC and OFL estimates in the past few
years. They recommended convening a workshop to explore formal procedures to address the situation. A
workshop has not yet been scheduled, but the authors addressed the issue through the use of a timevarying fishery selectivity, which increased the buffer between ABC and OFL from 1.4% in 2009 to 9.6%
in 2010.
There are no ecosystem effects of concern. There is little to no information on availability of food, which
is polychaetes; production levels are unknown. Note, there appears to be a density-dependent effect that
caused length-at-age differences.

Flathead Sole
The flathead sole/Bering flounder stock assessment was presented by Buck Stockhausen. Recent trends
in the fishery show catch has decreased slightly from 2008 and retention has increased. Prohibited
species catches were similar to those in recent years. Additional information on bycatch of nonprohibited species and catch by gear type and statistical area were also presented.
Bill Clark asked about field identification of Bering flounder and was told gill raker count was the
definitive characteristic. Color and shape are also used in areas away from species overlap. Current
estimates of misidentification are about 1%. The patterns of fishery and survey catches do not match
well. This may be due to the patchy distributions of both species, possibly an association with undersea
canyons. Fishery size compositions showed little change in the pattern of sizes with no clear evidence of
recruitment.
The 2010 Bering Sea survey included an extension into the northern Bering Sea. Bottom temperatures
were slightly warmer than the last few surveys. The biomass estimate of just over 507,000t represents a
19% increase from 2009, possibly a temperature effect. There was about a 2% increase in biomass in the
Aleutian Islands of which about 2% is Bering flounder. No flathead sole were observed in the northern
Bering Sea and Bering flounder were most abundant west of St. Lawrence Island. There was little
difference in age and size composition from the 2009 survey.
The base assessment model was the same as last year and the authors are developing a new model they
hope to present next year. Data updates included updated 2009 and size compositions and the most recent
2010 age and size data, and data from the 2010 eastern Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands surveys. Four
models were examined: 1) the base model from last year, 2) the base model without temperaturedependent catchability (TDQ), 3) the base model with a Ricker stock recruitment function, and 3) the base
model with a Beverton-Holt stock recruitment function. Except differences in biomass estimates, all four
models get near identical results. Generally, the base model which included TDQ gave the best fit and
Buck recommended remaining in Tier 3.
The model results showed different size selectivity curves for the survey and fishery with the 50%
selectivity occurring at a larger size in the fishery. The spawning biomass remained flat and there was a
slight decrease in the total biomass. There appeared to be good recruitment from the 2007 year class.
The current assessment differed little from recent past assessments. A five year projection of average
fishing mortality indicated overfishing is not occurring. The authors recommend an OFL of 83,321t and
an ABC of 69,348t for 2011.
Abundance of Bering flounder is trending down, but estimates from the northern Bering Sea are equal to
the standard surveys which may help to offset the decline. Size compositions for Bering flounder
indicated a possible recruitment from the 2010 year class which were absent otherwise. This recruitment
event was present in all three survey areas.
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Mike Sigler asked if there was a problem with average recruitment in the model relative to Tier 3. Kerim
noted there were similarities with other flatfish. Buck pointed to differences in breaks in the time series.
The Plan Team agreed with remaining in Tier 3 and accepted with the author recommended OFLs and
ABCs.

Alaska Plaice
Changes to the assessment this year are added shelf survey data and age composition. Because there is no
fishery for Alaska plaice, there are no fishery data. The exploitation rate is <1%. The survey area in 2010
was expanded to include not only the standard EBS and the NW (Northwest) areas, but also the north
Bering Sea (NBS) where 38% of the biomass was found. The total survey biomass estimate decreased
slightly from last year.
Last year a split sex model was assessed. The SSC requested the authors to estimate sex-specific natural
mortality. In the past, the authors always used 0.25 based on northern rock sole. AK plaice live long so
that M should be lower. Wilderbuer tried to figure out what M really was by first examining literature
values for M. numbers. Bill Clark asked if he fixed q to estimate M. Tom did not do that; he did profiling.
The result was that M was revised downward from 0.25 to 0.13 for both sexes. This makes F lower, more
like a flatfish. These fish live long and should have lower F.
In past assessments, the authors assumed there was a herding effect and q was changed to compensate for
that. Last year q was 1.2. However, because 38% of the total survey biomass was in northern Bering Sea,
they now assume the 2010 survey actually sampled all AK plaice distribution area. Everything is based on
past estimates when they had to adjust for stock being outside of survey area. Bill Clark suggests that the
stock is not mixed and because there is no fishery there is a huge unexploited component in the NBS. He
suggested that the unexploited component should not be considered part of stock assessment.
Recruitment has been flat over recent years, not going up. There was good stock recruitment 2002-2003,
coherent with yellowfin sole, northern rock sole and Greenland turbot. Cause unknown.
Grant Thompson said that the big F before (reference) not just because M was high, but because AK
plaice mature ~5 years before recruit to fishery and have spawned a lot before caught. FOFL change to
0.19 from 0.77 because age comp estimate of M is now much lower. It now fits idea of a flatfish kind of
species. Mike Sigler noted that trawl catchability is now reduced 1.2 to 1.0 and it does not matter because
it is lightly fished. Now we know there appears to be a northward limit to distribution. Discuss if there are
biological limits or catchability limits. This time it is balanced. Consider if the stock was being fished.
AFSC plans to do expanded fishery survey to this northward area in 2013 so that will add more data to
examine this concept. Henry Cheng believes M = 0.25 is really high; the new estimate of M is more
realistic because of examining the growth parameters. Male k is estimated low, because t0 = -4.
Discussion among Plan Team about forcing it through 0.

Other Flatfish
This is a non-target species complex with an annual catch of ~2000 T captured as bycatch. From 1982 to
2009 there was change in trends of species caught. Originally it was composed mostly of longhead dab,
but now it is mostly starry flounder. In the past the SSC expressed concern about catches of butter sole;
the Plan Team determined it is not a concern. The exploitation rate of butter sole decreased from 0.31 in
2009 to 0.08 in 2010. An Aleutian Island survey was conducted in 2010.
The author showed data and plots on Sakhalin sole in northern Bering Sea. We pondered if they are
moving north. Tom thinks they are a western species. There is little ecosystem knowledge about Sakhalin
sole in the Bering Sea.
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Pacific ocean perch
Paul Spencer presented the BSAI Pacific ocean perch (POP) assessment results. Paul first showed a
summary slide to show that the major model changes were an evaluation of time varying fishery
selectivity, updating of growth curves, and recomputing the age/length conversion matrix. New data
added were the 2010 AI survey biomass estimate and length composition, 3 years of fishery age
composition, and a survey age composition. He then showed that there was a large increase in AI survey
biomass (46%). Since 2002 there has been an increase in biomass estimates. This increase was seen in all
areas of the AI. The largest area of increase was in the Southern Bering Sea. He showed that in the survey
age compositions, there were signs of fairly consistent strong recruitment recently. He looked at three
potential models where Model 1 is the 2008 model, Model 2 is time varying fishery selectivity in four
year blocks, and Model 3 uses a constant fishery selectivity curve. He looked at the models based on the
AIC and found that Model 2 performed best because of far fewer parameters. The patterns of time varying
selectivity looked consistent between Models 1 and 2. POP are generally caught in deep water when they
are abundant. This is likely why there are changes in fishery selectivity over time as older fish are deeper.
Grant Thompson asked why some assessments are doing different things, some use oceanographic
regimes, constant increments or blocks, or annual varying. Paul does not think that is sensible to do this
every year when the fishery is not likely changing every year. Bill Clark said that the goal is to best
estimate catch-at-age, so in some cases annually varying can be good, but thinks this approach is good
too. Paul next showed exploratory runs to evaluate the effect of new information. A total of six additional
runs were conducted with different sets of data. Dave asked what the difference was between A1 and
2008 model. 2008 is the actual 2008 model run through 2008, A1 is run through 2010. The survey
biomass estimate in 2010 does not change the catchability, but the age and length comps do. He is
recommending Model 2 where the catchability goes down relative to the 2008 model value of 1.57. Dana
Hanselman asked why there is no model excluding the 2010 length composition. Paul described that one
of the reasons for the abrupt change in results was not having an AI survey in 2008. He said a 2008
biomass estimate might have mediated this change. He showed a time series of recruitment for Model 2
compared to the 2008 model where the whole series of recruitments shifted up with the addition of new
data. He then showed the the phase plane plot. He then showed summary table. Paul and his coauthor
think that this increase is real based on age and length compositions and survey biomass increases. He
then showed the apportionment and noted that the EBS increased pretty substantially. The apportionment
is based only on the Aleutian survey, with no population status estimates from the EBS. Mike Sigler
suggested we review the evidence for the big jump in ABC. Mike asked if the previous predicted biomass
went above the historic points as it does now. Paul said he thought so. Dana asked about what new data
supports the large increase in historic recruitment. Paul thought that while the model doesn’t fit the new
composition data perfectly, there is probably some information in there. Paul showed that when you
compare the fishery and survey data from 2006, the same year classes show up. Jon Warrenchuk thinks
the methodology for apportionment to the BS is looking at a small part of the BS that extrapolates over
the whole Bering Sea. There is some concern that level of apportionment could lead to localized depletion
in the northern Bering Sea. Second, this large increase in ABC could have potential impacts on EFH or
other ecosystem analyses that did not consider this much take in the Aleutian Islands. Lastly, on the
discussion of bycatch, this fishery catches a lot of Atka Mackerel, which could be problematic due to the
SSL biop. Mary Furuness said the unallocated bycatch is minimal. The SSL biop is likely to prevent
retention of Atka mackerel, so there won’t be targeting. She said it was still possible that an increase
could occur. She thinks a lot of the incidental catch you see of Atka is actually topping off, not accidental
bycatch in 543. Steve Whitney said that the historical catch of Atka in the POP fishery is not high. Mary
said that bycatch from 2008 onward is the relevant data set because of changes in regulations. Paul
corrected from earlier, the apportionment does not use the EBS slope survey to apportion catch. Mary said
we did not open POP in the Bering Sea this year to the Amendment 80 fleet, and will probably do it again
next year with this high of a TAC. Jane DiCosimo reiterated that if we had an AI survey in 2008, this
might not have looked so abrupt. Paul presented that the average of survey projections until 2023 as an
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intermediate value. Grant suggested that we have used stair steps in the past. Dana said he would like to
see some type of intermediate value based on the sensitivity of the model and the catchability estimate to
one new survey biomass estimate and new compositional data. Henry said that there is either a problem
with the survey or the model to predict such a large change for a long-lived species. Mike said that we
would like to see a confirmatory survey to go to the full ABC. It was noted that it has been said that we
are not supposed to give best estimates and not conservative estimates. Dana said that when a model gives
you an answer that is outside the bounds of biology, then it is sometimes necessary to choose a different
model or to make a temporary adjustment whether up or down. Grant said stair step numbers were one
way to do this. Mike suggested a stairstep to be flat for two years until we get an additional AI survey.
Dana said to use the 2013 full ABC when doing specifications in 2011. The group agreed to a stair-step
half-way to 2011 ABC for two years until we see a new 2012 AI survey.

Northern Rockfish
Paul Spencer presented the 2010 northern rockfish assessment; the last full assessment was presented in
2008 with an updated assessment in 2009. Changes to the current assessment relative to the 2008
assessment included data updates and some changes in methodology. Data updates were the 2010 catch,
biomass and length composition for the 2010 Aleutian Islands (AI) survey, the 2006-2007 fishery age
compositions, and the 2008-2009 fishery length compositions. Changes to the assessment methodology
consisted of estimating the fishery selectivity curve without constraining the parameters to be similar to
the survey selectivity curve, re-estimation of the growth parameters, and reducing the years in which
recruitment for recent year classes is not estimated from 7 years to 3 years.
The 2010 AI survey biomass estimate of 217,319t was very similar to the 2006 estimate (217,975t), the
spawning biomass has been slowly increasing over the past decade and F has been decreasing. The
spatial pattern of the 2010 survey CPUE is similar to previous surveys. The age of 50% selectivity for the
fishery is 12 years relative to 6.4 years for the survey. Changes in selectivity have resulted in increases in
FOFL and FABC of 39% and 35%, respectively.
Bill Clark noted that the model consistently underestimates the early fishery age compositions and
overestimates the age compositions for ages 20 and above. Paul responded that this discrepancy is due to
the influence of the 23+ age group which is typically quite large.
Grant Thompson pointed out that the error bars for the estimated recruitment graph had the same height
as the number of recruits for several years and asked about the window of exclusion. Mike Sigler noted
that the CVs are consistent so all the data should be retained. Paul responded that the years of strong
recruitment behave well in the model.
The Plan Team accepted the model which was similar to last year’s model. Ecosystem considerations
concerning the AI/Bering Sea split were noted. The author-recommended 2011 and 2012 OFLs and
ABCs were accepted by the Plan Team.

Blackspotted/Rougheye rockfish complex
Given the uncertainty in recent recruitments and their influence on B40%, Spencer considered various
options: i) adjusting the input weight on the 2009 fishery and 2010 survey length compositions; ii)
adjusting the input variance of recruitment residuals; and iii) excluding recent high uncertain recruitment
estimates from the computation of B40%. The Plan Team decided to use only the recruitment estimates of
the 1977-1995 year classes in the calculation of B40% because the uncertainty of recruitment estimates
after 1995 increases greatly. The Plan Team recommends that this stock qualifies for management under
Tier 3 due to the availability of reliable estimates for B40%, F40%, and F35%. Because the female
spawning biomass of 5,800 t is over B40%, (4,739 t, AI only), sub-tier “a” would be applicable,
FFOL=0.041 and FABC=maxFABC=0.034., and is different from the sub-tier “b” adopted last year. The
Plan Team recommends allocating the ABC to two areas: 1) a Western and Central AI area, and an
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Eastern AI and EBS area. The rationale for this recommendation is that the available information on
stock structure for blackspotted rockfish indicates an isolation by distance pattern without clear physical
breaks in stock structure, and this division of the ABCs results in management areas that are more
consistent with the available information on stock structure. Although the current pattern of harvest does
indicate disproportionate harvesting within the western Aleutians, the Plan Team did not feel the scale of
harvests in this area warranted a separate western AI ABC at this time.

Shortraker rockfish
Paul Spencer presented results from the 2010 shortraker rockfish assessment. Paul said there were no
model changes for shortraker rockfish. He showed spatial maps of survey CPUE noting that it is patchy.
The model is a Kalman filter fit of a surplus production model to the survey biomass estimates. The
survey biomass estimate increased about 50% from 2006. Estimated fishing mortality has been typically
quite low, and are about ½ of what you might expect F_ABC would be if it were managed under Tier 3.
Paul thinks this would be a good candidate to look at for stock structure template because of the catch
patterns in the Bering Sea versus the Aleutian Islands. The Plan Team approved the author’s ABC and
OFL recommendations.

Other rockfish
Paul Spencer presented other rockfish and proposed a new weighted average of the most recent surveys
used to compute average biomass for apportionment which is similar to Gulf of Alaska apportionment
using a 9:6:4 weighted average of the last three surveys. “Other rockfish” is all Sebastes and Sebastelobus
species except for rougheye/bs, northern, pop, and shortraker. New data are 2010 estimates of survey
biomass. The Aleutian Island biomasses decreased in 2010, while the slope survey increased. The largest
proportion of both areas’ biomass is short-spined thornyhead (SST). Both areas are on an upward trend
overall. 0.03 is used for SST natural mortality and 0.09 for non-SST species. ABC and OFLS increased
for 2010. The Plan Team endorses the ABCs and OFLs recommended by the authors.

Skates
Olav Ormseth presented an updated assessment. No changes were made to the Alaska skate assessment
and Other skate biomass was estimated from the three most recent surveys. The Bering Sea shelf has the
lowest species diversity, the Aleutian Islands has mostly Aleutian and whiteblotched skates, and the slope
has the highest species diversity. The Plan Team agreed with the author’s OFL and ABC
recommendations based on the sum of Tier 3 for Alaska skates and Tier 5 for other skates. The Plan Team
scheduled a discussion of separate management of Alaska skates and “other skates” for September 2011.

BSAI Shark discussion
During the joint Plan Team discussion the BSAI Team agreed to a Tier 6 rule with OFL set at the 90th
percentile of the total shark catch. Later the Team agreed on a Tier 6 rule with OFL set at the maximum
catch for octopus and decided to revisit the shark OFL. After some discussion the Team agreed that there
was no good reason to use the maximum catch in one case and the 90th percentile in another, and that it
would recommend OFL set at the maximum catch of all shark species. In the BSAI, the 90th percentile
would have been 764 mt, taken in 2001. The maximum catch is 1,362 mt, taken in 2002. Since 2002, the
annual shark catch has averaged 355 mt (Table 3 in the SAFE chapter). With OFL = 1,362 mt, ABC =
0.75*OFL = 1,022 mt.
The only species of concern in the BSAI is sleeper shark. Dogfish are rare this far north and caught in
only small numbers. Salmon sharks are pelagic and therefore not vulnerable to most fisheries. Some are
taken in the pollock fishery, but they constitute only about 10% of the total take. Sleeper sharks constitute
70% of the total catch, taken mainly in the pollock and Pacific cod fisheries. They are certainly vulnerable
to those gears.
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A Tier 5 OFL for sharks is not possible because sharks are rarely caught in trawl surveys except for the
Bering Sea slope survey, where sleeper sharks are taken in about 10% of hauls. Salmon sharks are almost
never seen in trawl survey catches. While the trawl survey estimates are not reliable, Henry Cheng
suggested that it would be possible to calculate the average swept area estimate of absolute abundance
from all surveys (shelf, slope, Aleutians) to see whether it could provide the Tier 6 OFL. The average
estimate is 10,000 mt (Table 12 of the SAFE chapter), almost all consisting of sleeper sharks. With M =
0.097, a Tier 5 OFL for sleeper sharks would be 970 mt, approximately equal to 70% of the OFL for all
sharks. So while not usable for a Tier 5 determination, the survey data suggest that there is at least enough
biomass to provide the OFL.

Octopus
Liz Conners presented an update of the BSAI and GOA octopus assessments. Octopuses were included
in recent amendments that eliminate the “other species” category in 2011, and move the component
groups “in the fishery.” Discussions were taken up in individual Plan Team minutes (below).

The Team adjourned on Friday at 4:00 pm.
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